
Tanya’s Mother’s Five Favourite Flowers:

Introduce your child to Tanya. Have her tell them this exact story about her mother’s five favourite flowers: Mum 
has her top five flowers that she loves. She loves roses, daffodils, carnations, daisies, and tulips. Of the flowers she 
loves, she loves roses the best and daffodils the least. Less than roses but more than all the other flowers she 
loves, she loves carnations. More than daffodils, but less than all the other flowers she loves, she loves daisies. She 
loves tulips less than carnations but more than daisies.

A Prompt for Tanya:

Tell your child that Tanya wants to buy her mother some flowers for Mothers’ Day. Explain that there are many 
different flowers in the shops, and Tanya is going to find it very hard to decide which flowers her mother would 
like best. Obviously, it will be best to choose flowers her mum likes – but how on earth will she be able to work 
out what her mum prefers when she’s actually in the shop, and remember it? Ask your child to help you make a 
prompt for Tanya to use in the flower shop. 

After some discussion, agree that you could use the biggest circle for Mum’s top favourite flowers; the smallest 
circle for the flowers she likes, but likes least out of her favourites; and the other three circles for the ones that 
come in between. Give your child the Prompt Card with a seriation row of five circles on the top, and spaces for 
the five corresponding flower pictures (Mum’s top five flowers) underneath.

Tell your child that you are going to repeat Tanya’s story about the flowers that her Mother likes; as you name a 
flower, they need to pick up that flower picture and put it under the right circle. 

Say: Of the flowers she loves, she loves roses the best and daffodils the least. Your child should place the rose 
picture under the biggest circle and the daffodil under the smallest.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

 Tanya

 2 ‘flower shops’

 1 Prompt Card and 5 flower 
cards – you will need one 
set of these for each child)

 Blank squares for 
eliminating flowers

 2 sheets of white A3 paper 
and a pencil for your child

 A glue stick

15–20 minutes

FLOWERS FOR MOTHERS’ DAY

To use substitute shapes to create a visual model of an invisible 
relationship (order of preference)
To model a complex verbal description using a seriation row of substitute shapes
To use a visual model (a seriation row expressing order of preference) as a point of 
reference in determining relative preference
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Your child can make a prompt to show Tanya’s mother’s flower preferences using a seriation row of circles of decreasing size.
Your child can advise Tanya about which flowers to buy, using the prompt that they have made.
Your child can draw bunches of flowers to show what Tanya’s mother got, and what she might have preferred to get.
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Now say: Less than roses but more than all the other flowers she loves, she loves carnations. Your child should now be able to place the carnation 
picture to the right of the rose.

Now say: More than daffodils, but less than all the other flowers she loves, she loves daisies. Your child should now be able to place the daisy picture 
to the left of the daffodil picture.

Lastly, say: She loves tulips less than carnations but more than daisies. Your child should be able to place the tulip picture in the remaining space in 
the centre of the row. 

Check that your child has placed all the pictures correctly, and then have them glue the pictures down. Tell them that Tanya is very grateful that she 
now has a prompt to help her remember the order of the flowers her Mum loves best:

Buying Tanya’s Mother’s Flowers:

Tell your child that now Tanya is now going to buy the flowers for her Mum. Put out the two different ‘flower shops’, Explain that when Tanya went 
into town she found two flower shops. Point to the first and say: The first flower shop had sunflowers, dahlias, daisies, gladioli and carnations. Point to 
the flowers as you name them. Point to the second flower shop and say: The second had irises, daffodils, asters, tulips and lilies.

Point out that Tanya has a problem: Neither shop sells all Mum’s favourites. Tanya doesn’t know what to do – she doesn’t know what to buy. Can you 
use your prompt card to advise Tanya what to buy?

Ask your child which shop Tanya should go to and what she should buy (go to shop one and buy carnations, because there are no roses). Model 
covering the carnation picture in the shop with a blank square because they have been sold. Then ask what Tanya should buy now (go to the second 
shop and buy tulips). Give your child a blank square to cover the tulip picture in the shop. Then say: While Tanya was buying tulips, some other 
customers came and bought the irises from shop 2 and the daisies from shop 1. Have your child cover up the irises and daisies. Ask what Tanya 
should buy now out of what is left for sale (daffodils from shop 2, as there are no other flowers from Mother’s favourites left).

FLOWERS FOR MOTHERS’ DAY – continued 
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Draw Tanya’s Mother’s Flowers:

Ask your child to draw the bunch of flowers that Tanya bought for her Mum on one of the sheets of paper (they should draw carnations, tulips and 
daffodils).

Then ask them to draw the bunch of flowers that Tanya’s Mum would have liked best on the other sheet of paper. Your child may say, ‘A bunch of 
roses’; ‘A bunch containing all five of Mum’s favourite flowers’; ‘A bunch containing Mum’s top three flowers’. Accept whichever of these responses 
you get, discussing the alternatives and why each is acceptable.
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Cut out Tanya. Cut out the 4 blank squares for eliminating the sold flowers.
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Cut out the Prompt Card.

Cut out each flower card separately.
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